The Must-See-and-Do of Miami Art Week 2018

A very *Town & Country* guide to Miami Art Week happenings from the best art installations to the most fabulous parties.

The first week of December draws tout le monde in art and design to Miami, where there are a dizzying amount of exhibitions, fairs, and installations as *Art Basel, Design Miami/*, and *Art Miami* converge. It is impossible to see it all, but *T&C* has an eye on a few can’t miss events...

Inaugural Faena Festival

Alan Faena, founder of the aforementioned Faena Hotel, steps into the ring with the first-ever *Faena Festival*, curated by Zoe Lukov. Artists such as Wu Trang, Isabel Lewis, and Derrick Adams were brought in to create works centered on the theme of *This Is Not America*, which is named for the seminal work by Alfredo Jaar and meant to represent the diversity and changing face of Miami. *December 3–9, the Faena Design District.*